
DZ1

DZ3

DZ6

DZ1: Open the door and place the tape onto the tape roll holder. Feed tape through the 
rear gate, along the top of the ZÜNDER and through the front gate past the applicator.

DZ2: Mix compound to a pourable consistency with the DELKOturbo mixing paddle.

DZ3: Pour compound into the ZÜNDER and close the door. Alternatively, use the 
DELKOpump to draw the compound out of the bucket and pump into the ZÜNDER. 

DZ4: Adjust hook & loop side strap to desired comfort.

DZ5: Adjust the mud control lever to desired thickness.

DZ6: WHEN TAPING FLAT JOINTS: release the ZÜNDER Double Ended Applicator, 
turn around and clip back in place. Hold the end of the tape and press the applicator 
against the join, pull along the join until complete. Cut the tape with a DELKOblade 
taping knife, press the DELKOblade against the tape and twist the ZÜNDER to cut the 
tape. 

DZ7: Run over the tape with your DELKOblade to smooth the join and remove any 
excess compound.

DZ8: WHEN TAPING INTERNAL CORNER JOINTS: release the ZÜNDER Double Ended 
Applicator, turn around and clip back in place. Hold the end of the tape and press the 
Delko Internal Applicator into the internal corner, pull along the join until complete. 
Cut the tape by pressing the square point of your DELKOblade into the corner of the 
internal and twist the ZÜNDER away form the DELKOblade.

DZ9: Run over each side of the tape with your DELKOblade to smooth the internal 
and remove any excess compound. 

DZ10: When finished, remove the applicator and mud adjustment blade then rinse 
with water.

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Also available from Delko Tools:

Delko® Internal Applicator Attachment: U.S. Patent No. 8,955,573 Canadian Patent No. 2792006 NZ Patent No. 600968 AU Patent No. 2011213482 Patent Pending – Europe. The Delko® Holster: 
Patent No. D841321. The Delko® Holster is a registered design. Registration reference 201812948 & 005287034-0001. DELKO and Zünder are registered trademarks of Delko Tools. 


